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1  Introduction 

 

The general aim of this work is to highlight the problems that translation 

tools which are not adequately internationalised may cause during translation from or 

into non-Western languages, such as Arabic. 

This paper analyses previous results obtained by an experimental translation 

of Arabic texts with a translation tool. The first specific objective in this stage was to 

look for any problems that could arise during translation of an Arabic text using the 

translation tool called SDL Trados. Two sales contracts in Arabic were translated 

using the SDL Trados 2007 CAT tool suite. 

The other objective was to suggest a solution for problems found during 

translation with SDL Trados, by providing a specific procedure for the use of CAT 

tools for the Arabic language. 

Drawing from experimental preliminary conclusions, the latest developments in 

machine translation and corpus-based translation will be analysed, considering 

different approaches related to language and translation. 

The final objective of this paper is to provide a theoretical framework to 

assess the validity and efficacy of the most recent techniques and technology related 

to translation. The working hypothesis is that recently-developed tools could 

contribute to a more adequate internationalisation of software, keeping in mind non-

Western languages along with the others. Such methodologies could better address 

the problems found during translation of Arabic texts with CAT tools. 

More specifically, the recent developments in machine translation, as well as 

corpus-based translation would allow for a more precise and accurate analysis of 

language and its specific morphology when processing and translating Arabic texts, 

thus eliminating many of the problems stemming from the specific linguistic features  

of Arabic. 
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1.1 Arabic and Computer-Aided Translation  

 

Interest in Arabic is increasing due to current economic and geopolitical 

events and, even though CAT tools may simplify the translation process, they are not 

commonly used by translators working with Arabic. 

This  experimental  study  addresses  to  the  growing  need  for  storing,  

computerising and translating a large number of Arabic texts. Accordingly, 

translators need to comply with the requirements of the translation market, but, since 

CAT tools were initially developed for Western languages, they are not completely 

compatible with Arabic. 

The preliminary results of an experimental translation of Arabic texts into 

English  are  presented  together  with  the  procedure  that  was  specifically  studied  to  

overcome difficulties due to the specific linguistic and morphological features of the 

Arabic language. 

 

1.2.1 Arabic and its specific morphological features 

 

Arabic is the most widely spoken Semitic language, the sixth most widely spoken 

language in the world and one of the six official languages of the United Nations. 

Arabic speakers have different ethnic backgrounds and different religions. There are 

different varieties of Arabic, among which there are Modern Standard Arabic, that is 

the official language, the Classical Arabic of the Qu’ran and the national dialects. 

Educated Arabic speakers of any nationality can usually understand Modern Standard 

Arabic despite territorial differences. On the contrary, dialects, which are about 35 

and  are  used  for  everyday  spoken  communication,  have  many  differences  in  

pronunciation and lexicon and may be very different from one another, so that two 

Arabic speakers coming from different countries and speaking their own dialects may 

not understand each other.  

Arabic has its own 28-letter alphabet. Every letter undergoes graphic 

variations as a consequence of its position that may be independent, at the beginning, 

in the middle or at the end of a word. Some of the letters have all of the four forms, 

others, the majority of them, have less than four forms. Some other letters cannot be 

linked to the following one, even if they are part of the same word.  

Arabic  is  always  written  from  right  to  left,  except  for  numbers  that  are  

written from left to right. 
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Arabic is a diacritized language: the pronunciation of Arabic words cannot be 

fully determined by their spelling characters only. It could happen that two different 

words have identical spelling whereas their pronunciations and meanings are totally 

different. To remove this ambiguity, special marks are put above or below the 

spelling characters to determine the correct pronunciation. These marks are called 

diacritics. 

Basically, short vowels are not written inside the words, but above or below 

the letters they refer to. They are dammah, kasrah and fathah. Arabic mother tongues, 

however, automatically pronounce the words with their own correct diacritisation, so 

diacritics  are  not  used  in  the  majority  of  Modern  Standard  Arabic  texts.  It  often  

happens that two or more different words have the same concatenation of 

consonants, but vary in their pronunciation only based on the different short vowels. 

However, if diascritisation is not shown, they may create confusion in meaning, 

especially among non-mother tongues.  

Arabic writing does not make a distinction between capital letters and lower-case 

letters. There is no clear distinction even between cursive and printed letters.   

Definitive article, some prepositions, conjunctions and personal pronouns are 

always linked to the word they refer to thus constituting a unique word. 

Punctuation in the Arabic language is not used in the same way it is used in 

Western languages. There are specific rules for the use of punctuation in Arabic, but 

they are not widespread even in specific and academic fields. It often happens to find 

sentences that are extremely complex and long, without punctuation. 

 

1.1.3 The experimental phase  

 

The main objective of the experimental study was to examine translation of 

Arabic texts using a Computer-Aided-Translation tool, in order to test its functioning 

with Arabic language and to look for any possible issues.  

After carrying out a thorough analysis of the results, an optimisation 

procedure to provide simple and effective solutions was developed.  

A  specific  CAT tool  was  chosen  for  experimental  phase:  SDL Trados  2007  

since it is one of the most widespread  and used by institutions worldwide.  

SDL Trados functioning is based on the use of databases in which translation 

units are stored. Translation units consist of a sentence, specifically called segment, and 

its  translation  into  another  language.  Every  couple  of  segments  is  stored  into  a  
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database called Translation Memory. During translation with SDL Trados, the 

software analyses every sentence in the text and searches for identical or similar 

segments inside the translation memory, through fuzzy match search. After that, the 

application submits the corresponding translation to the translator who can either 

accept it and automatically write it in the text or refuse it and manually enter another 

translation. Thanks to SDL Trados, it is also possible to load one or more termbases 

in which specific terms related to the text’s topic are stored. Terms into termbases 

are searched for and submitted to the translator in the same way segments are into 

the translation memory. Through fuzzy match options it is possible to carry out 

concordance search even if words are partially different. 

A brief survey carried out among Arabic translators helped highlight the possible 

issues to be addressed and the kind of texts that could be significant for the study. 

Two preliminary sales contracts were selected for analysis and experimental 

translation. The first is a generic sales contract form, while the second one is an 

actual stipulated preliminary sales contract. 

 

1.3 Results 

 

Outcomes  show  that  there  are  apparent  difficulties  with  computer  aided  

translation in Arabic. Such difficulties are due to the fact that Arabic is different from 

other Western languages, such as English. 

Two kinds of problems were found during experimental translation. One is 

related to the formatting differences between Arabic and Western languages 

including the font type and size and the use of punctuation. The other is related to 

grammatical features of Arabic, and in particular the use of prefixes, suffixes and 

infixes that prevent the software from recognising terms. The following issues were 

found during experimental translation and appear to be significant for the translation 

process. 

SDL  Trados  segmentation  rules  are  not  entirely  useful  and  effective  for  

Arabic language as a consequence of the different use of punctuation. In order to 

insert correct punctuation into the text to be translated, the use of macros was 

considered. After a thorough analysis of the texts, some recurring expressions having 

the same function as punctuation were found. Specific substitution macros were 

created including punctuation so that segmentation rules could be effective also for 

Arabic texts. 
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Symbols (special characters) often used in Arabic texts, usually have the same 

function as punctuation, but may cause problems in segmentation, since they are not 

included and recognised in segmentation rules. It is important to consider the 

number, kind and function of symbols in the texts and, if it is the case, to substitute 

them with the corresponding punctuation.  

The use of special characters and symbols should be carefully assessed and 

the translator should consider substitution with equivalent punctuation when 

necessary. 

Orthographic variations related to the differences in dialectal forms and 

simplification of written Arabic may prevent term recognition during translation. The 

easiest, fastest and most effective solution is the use of an automatic correction tool 

for  the  Arabic  language.  In  this  case,  Microsoft  Office  Multilingual  User  Interface  

Pack was installed.  

The diacritisation level is an important issue for term and segment 

recognition  since  diacritics  are  considered  to  be  characters  in  the  same  way  

consonants are. As a consequence, they change the word structure and may hinder 

recognition since a vocalised word is considered as completely different from the 

same non-vocalised word. Problems may arise in the case of a non-diacritised text 

and diacritised translation memories or termbases or vice versa.  

In these cases, short vowels may change the word structure in such a way that 

fuzzy match values in terms of percentage, would work poorly for term recognition. 

In this stage it’s necessary to consider and carefully set an effective rate for fuzzy 

match.  

Diacritisation is not commonly used by mother tongues and is not present in 

the majority of Arabic texts, except when minimum diacritisation is necessary to 

solve ambiguity problems mentioned before.  

There is no effective solution to this problem, since it depends on the way 

diacritics are coded by the software, however, it could be possible to create and use 

non-diacritised translation memories and termbases and insert different vocalised 

forms  if  necessary  using  the  Multiple  translation  options.  It  may  also  be  useful  to  

decrease the fuzzy match value. 

As for the second type of problems, an expert in software programming was 

asked to develop an Access application. Thanks to this application in Visual Basic 

SQL  language,  the  translator  can  automatically  add  all  the  possible  prefixes  to  any  

word inserted into a form. The application automatically creates an Excel 
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spreadsheet in the two languages considered, with all the possible prefixes of the 

term that is added to the database. The Excel spreadsheet could be easily converted 

into an XML format by MultiTerm Convert and the entries could be imported into a 

MultiTerm termbase. All the terms could be recognised even if they have prefixes. 

This application was specifically designed and developed according to Arabic 

grammar  and  morphology  and  is  the  result  of  the  research  performed in  Egypt,  at  

Cairo University. On the basis of the morphological analysis of the two contracts 

performed by an Egyptian researcher working for the R.D.I. (Research and 

Development International), a computer engineering company based in Cairo, the 

use of prefixes and suffixes was thoroughly analysed and adapted for Computer 

Assisted Translation. 

With regards to the issues related to words having different suffixes (e.g. 

regular  plurals),  recognition  is  partly  possible  by  decreasing  the  fuzzy  match  value.  

However, not all the terms are recognised since the fuzzy match value uses 

percentage rates, and short words with long suffixes would not be recognisable.  

 

2   Recent developments, resources and technology 

 

2.1 Arabic computational linguistics, machine and corpus-based translation 

 

Arabic computational linguistics has two different sets of goals based on the 

distinction of whether it is intended for non-Arabic environments or for the Arabic 

speaking world. On the one hand, computer linguists usually develop tools for 

English speakers who can’t speak Arabic, to support them while learning or working 

with Arabic. On the other hand, the main aim of computational linguistics for Arabic 

speaking environments is to transfer knowledge and technology to the Arab World, 

modernize Arabic language and linguistics and make information retrieval, extraction, 

summarization and translation available to the Arab user (Farghaly, 2010).  

What makes Arabic computational linguistics extremely interesting for term 

recognition is Computational Arabic Morphology and morphological analysis tools 

that are used in Machine Translation and that could be extremely useful if integrated 

into Computer Aided Translation tools both at a Translation Memory and Termbase 

level.  

According to Sawaf (2010), since Arabic is highly morphologically inflected, morpho-

syntactic analysis will be extremely useful for translation tools which are developed 
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for languages that are considered to be extremely complex from the morphological 

point of view. While morphological analysis has a minor role for languages such as 

English, it is extremely useful to reduce the vocabulary of languages such as Finnish, 

Hungarian, Arabic and German that have more morphological complexity. 

 

2.2 Translation tools: toward internationalisation 
 

Thanks to the results obtained, it is possible to identify various issues and 

challenges to be examined and analysed: together with the need for keyboard layout 

optimisation and the creation of standard procedures for the use and management of 

vocalisation, it is also necessary to consider other possibilities and opportunities. 

Problems deriving from the morphology of Arabic suggest that CAT tools 

should include morphological analysis strategies. Even though problems related to 

the use of prefixes which hinder term recognition may be controlled by external 

applications, this solution would be far quicker and more useful if it was included in 

SDL Trados software. As an example, fuzzy match options for the Arabic language 

should take into account not only suffixes, but also prefixes and infixes. 

It would also be useful to sort out a way of implementing morphological 

analysis software with CAT tools.  

The  final  objective  of  this  study  is  not  only  to  suggest  further  research  

possibilities and opportunities about CAT tools’ effectiveness for Arabic, but also to 

give additional and useful information to enhance software internationalisation.  

 

As Tymoczko pointed out (1998:652-660):  

 
“… we need to know the specifics of different languages in translation, the individual particularities of 

specific pairings of languages in translation exchanges, and the characteristics of translation as cultural 

interface at different times and places and under different cultural conditions. […] For a long time in 

the history of translation theory and practice, difference was perceived in a negative way, as a 

departure from fidelity,  a sign of the loss inherent in the translation process.  In very different ways, 

both Eugene Nida's school of "dynamic equivalence" translation and more recent approaches to 

translation — from those of Philip Lewis (1985) to the feminist translation theorists (Bassnett 1992, 

1993: 7) to the Brazilian school promoting "cannibalism" (Vieira 1994) — have valorized difference in 

translation.  It  is  clear  that  CTS  [Corpus Translation Studies] has the potential to be one means of 

challenging hegemonic, culture-bound views of texts, translations, and cultural transfer. It is a 

powerful tool for perceiving difference and for valorizing difference as well.” (Tymoczko, 1998 : 652-

660). 
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By  observing the differences in languages, it would be possible not only to consider 

non-Western languages in a correct and respectful way while extending translation 

strategies which are typically Western in their applications to them, but also to make 

differences within the European languages more visible in order to stress the 

importance of specific linguistic features in creating internationalised and effective 

translation tools. 
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